
WET + DRY VACUUMING 
HIGH CAPACITY + HEAVY DUTY
RUGGED + EFFECTIVE FEATURES  

Superior Wet + Dry Vacuuming Capacity
Higher Productivity + Efficiency
Durability + Reliability
Convenient + User Friendly
Long Term Economy + Value

INDUSTRIAL EXTRACTION

Industrial Vacuum Cleaner



2412024120Vacuum (max) [Pa]

220-240/50-60220-240/50-60Voltage [V]/[Hz]

2-stage2-stageFan type

By-passBy-passMotor cooling

430430Airflow (max) [m3/h]

Strainer shut-off valveLiquid overflow control

Drain hose & tilting tankDischarge system

74.974.9Sound level [dB]

70 x 57 x 11470 x 57 x 114Dimensions (l x w x h) [cm]

3233Weight (w/o accessories) [kg]

7467Tank capacity (app. nett) [ltr]

10789Tank capacity (app. gross) [ltr]

2 x 12002 x 1200Motor Power [W]

DSW 7P     DSW 6S    SPECIFICATIONS

INDUSTRIAL EXTRACTION

    Efficient 2400W maximum suction 
power with 2 x 1200W individually 
switchable motors and 2-stage fans 
provide maximum 430 m3/h airvolume. A 
lighter motor head unit allows easier 
removal for discharge. 
    Bypass cooling protection prolongs 
motor operating life during heavy usage.

     High capacity     
89-107 (gross) / 67-
74 (nett) litres, highly 
durable tanks, allow 
for large amounts of 
liquids and materials 
to be continuously 
collected on the job.  

Heavy duty PE, 
high chemical 
resistance

Heavy duty 
stainless steel

     Robust yet light steel frame 
ensure strong support for 
vacuum cleaner and contents.
     Large rugged wheels and 
castors allow easy mobility 
over surfaces indoors and out.
    

     Built in strainer with 
wet valve protects 
against liquid overflow.
     Dry polyester filter 
bag is antibacterial.     
     Wet/dry polycarbon 
insert and disposable 
filter bags are optional.

   ACCESSORIES Ø 40mm [ ● standard, O optional ]

Sales & Enquiries:

: 65-6862 3388  : 65-6861 7575
:  sales@klenco-asia.com

     Construction + Features

KS 02995OHEPA filter cartridge

KS 06061OPolyester filter cartridge (washable)

KS 02855OFilter cartridge holder (for filters below)

KS 02875OPaper filter bags, disposable (set of 5)

    ADDITIONAL FILTER OPTIONS

     Full range of 
accessories for 
any cleaning 
applications.

The DSW 6S and DSW 7P series are optimised for heavy duty + larger capacity 
industrial vacuum applications, where there are very large amounts of liquids or 
dust and materials to extract. The DSW gives higher productivity + efficiency, 
because more extraction can be performed in one shift, whilst emptying the waste 
contents is an extremely quick job due to the drainage hose and fully tiltable tanks. 

DUST MATERIAL & FUME EXTRACTION
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Dry antibacterial 
polyester filter fabric 
KSKX02845SAN

Optional accessory 
basket KSKX02879 (DSW 6S only)

(wet)

Optional 
wet/dry polycarbon insert KSKX21200

     Fully tilting tank 
mechanism with 
control handles 
easily discharges all 
liquids or solids.

     Integrated drain hoses for 
quick and convenient 
discharge of 
liquid wastes.

 


